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Abstract: Husserl was confronted with the revival of anthropology through thinkers such as Scheler, Heidegger, Plessner, Driesch, von Uexkuell and Buitendijk. This historic network affected his thinking more than we are able to see if we only examine the surface of transcendental phenomenology. In my paper I shall elucidate Husserl’s claims about animals and the “anthropological world.” To do this, I shall first consider Husserl’s Ideas II, since in my view not only is the current research on this text misguided, but when we attend to it closely, we find much to work in it with regarding the “animal question,” including Husserl’s claim that animal consciousness is not personal but psychic. Second, I will briefly explore Husserl’s “intersubjective approach” to animals, which is found in some of his as yet untranslated manuscripts. I will conclude with the thesis that the intersubjective approach to the problematic shifts us back, ultimately, to Husserl’s considerations in his Ideas II.

Introduction

As is well known, the ontological as well as the moral status of non-human animals has been a philosophical problem from the start of western philosophical thinking. Animals somehow speak, and yet somehow they do not; somehow they communicate, somehow they do not; somehow they are social creatures, somehow they are not. We can be amused by them, though we are often afraid of them. We can use them for therapies, as well as try to love and even punish them. For indeed, some animals become treasured members of human families.

Despite the status of the “problem of animals” within philosophy, it seems to be quite unusual to connect Husserl’s philosophy with such a problem. Husserl’s theory, which is often still conceived as an abstract and methodological philosophy, seems to be inappropriate for a demanding approach to the consideration of animals. On the one hand, this view is correct: we can quickly discover that Husserl is unable to contribute to current philosophical debates and research about animals, given that these battlefields became quite complex during the last decade and the arguments are therefore presented on a very high level. On the other hand, Husserl wrote more on “concrete phenomena” than most (non-Husserlian) scholars know; especially since in the English speaking world scholars tend only to be familiar with Husserl’s main published works. Thus, although we can find many manuscripts, in which Husserl deals with animals, it will probably not be very successful to push Husserl into current research on animals nor into the ethical debate about them. Nevertheless, it does seem to be reasonable to consider Husserl’s reflections on the status of animals within his own theoretical framework, which is the primary intention of this essay. By doing this, we not only shift our attention to some unexplored sides of Husserl’s thinking, but we also give ourselves the opportunity to shake some of our fundamentally “mistaken” conceptions about the founder of phenomenology, especially since our consideration will force us to rethink the general distinctions that we draw between eidetic, pure and ontological concepts. For “the” animal seems to be located somewhere in between these distinctions, the consequence of which is that Husserl implicitly rethinks his fundamental conceptual decision through his reflections on what we both are and are not, namely animals.

As many scholars know, Husserl was confronted with the “revival” of anthropology through thinkers such as Scheler, Plessner, Driesch, von Uexkuell and later on through Buitendijk and Gehlen. He was also confronted with this revival through Heidegger’s lecture on The Fundamental Concepts of Metaphysics, since in this text Heidegger talked about animals (1929/30). This historic network, which consisted of anti-Husserlian clusters, affected Husserl’s thinking more than we are able to see if we restrict ourselves to examining only the surface of transcendental phenomenology.

If we follow Husserl in his “manuscript jungle” we quickly recognize that he shifts his own theory towards the question of the anthropological world and the question of man and animal in his later period. Implicitly, anthropological considerations become a central focus in all of Husserl’s later writings. For instance, in Cartesian Meditations Husserl uses mainly the word “human beings,” which indicates a change in his “normal” philosophical vocabulary, and in the context of the Crisis, Husserl reflects explicitly on the question of how human beings as human beings are constituted within the transcendental dimension. Moreover, the additional volume on the Crisis, which ap-
peared in publication a few years ago, is focused on this question. Husserl states in 1933: "Mankind itself belongs to the world, to interpret world ontologically means to interpret mankind’s whole and concrete structure." (Hua XV, 617).8

I shall develop my reconstruction of Husserl’s considerations about animals in two steps. As a first step, I shall refer to Husserl’s Ideas II, with the intention of elucidating his reflections about animated nature as expressed in this book, since in my view this text is still not adequately considered in the current research.9 In a second step, I will point out Husserl’s later “intersubjective approach” to animals, after which I will conclude with the thesis that the later problem through which Husserl tries to conceive animals as “alien others” shifts us back, ultimately, to the earlier – ontological – problematic. The discussion of animals, therefore, can help in clarifying basic Husserlian distinctions, such as the distinction between person and psyche.

What I shall not consider, however, are the cultural, historical or even generative aspects of phenomenology,10 for this issue is better handled within the cultural sciences, especially as animals are inscribed through language, metaphors and symbols in our everyday cultural patterns and historically accumulated experience. Animals are part of our intersubjective life-world and constitute parts of its sense. This is endured by the fact that for some people animals became “friends” and in some cultures animals are part of human daily life and routine. They enter the life-world as intersubjectively constituted beings and extend its horizons. In an additional sense, animals are inscribed in our language, used as symbols and needed for analogies and descriptions. The whole development of modern technology, in fact, refers itself to an analogy with animated nature. Let me give two examples: the fact that we developed airplanes that can “fly” (although they do not fly in the sense of a self-activity), refers to the observation of birds, in such a way that the full meaning of what we call an “airplane” would include animal references to, if we would analyze it as an object of our life-world. Put differently, we would not understand what it means “to fly” without reference to animals that fly. Likewise, we often describe ourselves or our athletic achievements through analogies that refer to animals (“He is as strong as an elephant,” “Her movements are cat-like”). And through various forms of media, including television, radio and storybooks, animals are presented as part of our everyday world. In other words, animals are present in our world because of its historical development, which includes them as a necessary part of the understanding of our world. Husserl observes in some manuscripts the foothills of those cultural developments and patterns, that is to say, the consequence that the animal became part of our modern homeworld. The animal was humanized, and now is deeply sedimented as a “home comrade” within our historic experience and everyday life.11

Nevertheless, those historical and genetic questions lead us back to the question about the eidetic structure of our “animal experience,” especially since before we can ask about the genesis and history of an object, we must have discovered its ontological structure. Ontology, as Husserl puts it, functions as a “guiding thread for questioning back” (further inquiry) [Leitfaden der Rückfrage] (Hua XV, 617), which is the basis for any form of genetic phenomenology. Therefore, ontology in the Husserlian sense, is methodologically prior to any form of genetic question.

The Ontological Problem

In Ideas II Husserl differentiates various kinds of regions of being that are based in his general theory of reason and acts. According to this theory we have to distinguish between three classes of acts: (1) theoretical acts, which refer ideally to being(s), (2) practical-willing acts, which refer, ideally, to purposes, and (3) emotional acts, which refer ideally to values.12 It is rather interesting that, according to Husserl, we must distinguish between different ontological regions. The first region we can discover is called “material nature,” the second region “animated nature,” and a third region is referred to as the “historic, cultural or social surrounding world” [Umwelt]. On the basis of these different regions, respectively, Husserl draws the distinction between nature, soul or consciousness, and person.13

At the beginning of his reflections about animated nature in Ideas II, Husserl surprises his readers, because he identifies the soul of human beings and the soul of animals. Both appear, according to Husserl, in connection with “material bodies” [materiale Leiber] (Hua IV, 33), by which he means localized spatial characteristics and qualities of things that are constituted through causal circumstances. Although Husserl speaks afterwards only about the human being and
no longer about the animal, we nevertheless are led to suppose that Husserl does not make any distinction between his concept of man and his concept of animal at this level of the problem. Instead, both animal and man belong to the "sense layer" of our world that Husserl calls in Ideas II "nature," and in his later works "anthropological world," both of which are constituted within the transcendental dimension.

In general, Husserl conceives the phenomenon "animal" as being exactly the kind of sense (Sinn) that is constituted whenever we describe consciousness with the prospect of and regarding its natural and causal circumstances, as well as regarding its lived body. In other words, we find the sense (Sinn) layer called "psyche" or "animal" if we conceive pure consciousness from a specific perspective that we take up towards it. Whenever we interpret consciousness as natural, that is to say, within and in relation to its causal circumstances, we find a psyche and a body. To put it still in other words, the discovery of soul and nature is dependent on another attitude. In anticipation of our further explanations, we can add that the anthropological world and the animal emerge whenever we abstract from the historic dimension of consciousness as well as when we refer to a consciousness through its features, its qualities and their intuitive fulfillment. However, in this first case we do not conceive consciousness as an individuated development. For Husserl, psyche or soul can be described in analogy to things. In other words, if we conceive consciousness as something that has qualities or certain features, we describe it as if it would be a thing. For example: if I describe myself as something that can be either friendly or unfriendly, I have already interpreted myself as something that has two qualities, namely "friendliness" and "unfriendliness." In the flow of our experiences, those qualities can either be fulfilled in the Husserlian sense of intuition or they can remain unfulfilled. According to Husserlian principles, we are still on the level of the animated soul and within the realm of nature. Souls are like things. I shall clarify this position next.

[A] The phenomenon "psyche" – which is consciousness that is understood by itself as psyche – turns up through indications of intellectual or sensual dispositions, psychic faculties or characteristics. The psyche has to be understood as a unity and substrate of those faculties, under which Husserl subsumes, firstly, intelligence, such as calculating; secondly, bodily movements or sensual faculties, such as vision or taste; and thirdly, psychic features, such as "aggression" or "friendliness" (Hua IV, 122). The psyche, conceived as a unity of sense, indicates itself through its features. It can be fulfilled as a unity in the process of experience and can be ascribed to animated beings. From this it follows that Husserl ascribes to animals exactly the same psychic characteristics that he ascribes to human beings. In a first glance, Husserl's thesis sounds problematic, because one could ask whether the mice who frolic through the backyard of my house, or whether the spiders who live under my carpets, can be described as "shrewd," "friendly" or "intelligent." However, for Husserl the crucial point is not whether we can ascribe specific characteristics to animals; rather, what is crucial is the more central fact that we understand animal psyches in principle as a unity of qualities that can be fulfilled or negated in some way or another. In other words, the mouse that I observe in my backyard, displaying certain characteristics, usually acts in a typical and ruled manner. I understand the mouse because she has qualities such as being "funny," "nervous" or "aggressive," and those characteristics always re-appear when I observe the mouse under specific circumstances, that is to say, within her natural environment. For instance, when the mouse sees me, she might run away in a funny manner. Obviously, in this case I understand the mouse as a sort of "system" with typical "behaviors," that is to say, as a substrate with certain indicated properties (characteristics) to be fulfilled in our experience and expressed through the lived body. The mouse behaves in a typical manner within similar situations through which the indications are fulfilled, the consequence of which is that the general mouse becomes a specific mouse for the observer. In other words, I can refer to my mouse as something that has a character.

[B] "Psychic properties," as Husserl puts it in Ideas II, "are unities of manifestation" (Hua IV, 121). Let us take an example: if I get a new cat, she enters my world as an unfamiliar object that has just a few features. This unfamiliarity will change into familiarity after some time. In this sense I get to know my cat, and after some time I know what my cat is typically doing. Nevertheless, from the start I have understood my cat as something that has yet unexplored (but indicated) properties, which can be possibly fulfilled in the future.

Someone could raise the objection that Husserl's view that we usually get to know only animals that we have already integrated into our homeworlds is too restrictive. I.e., are we able to make such a claim
about animals in general? Dogs and cats are part of our culture and can be conceived through the process of fulfillment as characters. For instance, dog owners can identify their dogs immediately in a group of similar looking dogs. They are able to do so because for them their dogs are constituted as characters over time. But what am I able to say about pigeons, or about the mice that live in the bushes behind my house? After a closer look, we can see that, following Husserl, it is possible that I could get to know my mice, especially if I invested enough time and the right instruments to observe these creatures. After some time, I would even learn to differentiate my mice. Where other people would only see two “mice,” without any possibility of making a difference between them, I would be able to see two different psyches with different behaviors, and I would be able to identify them even within thousands of other mice. Even if I don’t have the right instruments to observe them and my attempt to differentiate failed, I presuppose that I am in principle able to get to know them and their different characters. In other words, according to the Ideas II, a character is dependent on the attitude towards animated beings and the result of becoming familiar with animated beings and their properties.

At the next level of Husserl’s considerations, we discover that the psyche is just one specific self-interpretation, constituted by transcendental consciousness. According to Husserl’s Ideas II, we must draw a distinction between psyche and person. Husserl’s remarks are rather difficult to accept, however, because one must understand that person and psyche are just two different ways of interpreting the same (transcendental) consciousness. They are not substantially different from each other. Nevertheless, we can see that Husserl does think that animals lack the constitutive layer of personality and spirit [Geist], namely for two reasons. First, animals lack individuality because individuality is opposed to typical behavior and constituted throughout its own history. Second, animals lack individuality because we do not have any chance to conceive animals independently from their natural circumstances, that is to say, in regard to their bodies. In Husserlian words, animals cannot be conceived within the personalistic attitude. Animals have a necessary connection to their bodily appearance (because they are just psyches), persons have not. Husserl writes:

That is to say, if we could eliminate all spirits from the world, then that is the end of nature. But if we eliminate nature, ‘true’, Objective-
historical formations on their own, through which a personality characterized by features, such as dignity, values, decisions and other experiences, is formed. My cat can have awful experiences, but she is unable to experience destiny, dramas or tragedies, because those experiences are built upon self-formation and an autoconstituted self-related history of its own. All the dead mice and dead birds that my cat brought into my house are part of her character; they belong to her psychic experience, but according to Husserl, those experiences do not form a substantial personality. Nothing is built up through intrinsic learning and reason.\[20\]

I would like to turn now, in a last step, to Husserl’s later considerations about animals, because – as Husserl puts it – we have to “conceive static layers […] and their ongoing constitution of surrounding worlds as individual genesis” (Hua XV, 611), which forces us to take the problem of intersubjectivity into consideration.\[21\]

The Intersubjective Problem

The introduction of the intersubjective problem of animals is not really a new dimension within Husserl’s thinking. The heart of the matter can be seen in Husserl’s attempt to understand animals in the context of his theory of the constitution of space and body through intersubjectivity, and the constitution of another’s psyche through empathy.\[22\] Below, I sketch his main thought.

[A] First, according to the later Husserl, we constitute through intersubjectivity an objective world that he calls “nature.” Nature, seen from this point of view, is the ideal correlate of all subjective references to the world. In order to identify things as things we have to presuppose intersubjective processes of unification. To grab things, to point at things, or even to look at things in the world, implies relations to others. The first level of this intersubjective constitution is the objective world, which can be described as an ideal correlate that lacks any sense of purpose and value, that is to say, the objective world is a world that has no reference to will and emotions. It is a pure spatial and bodily world, which we all have to acknowledge when we begin to interact, and animals are part of this intersubjective process.

For example, when I see my cat running around a tree, then I am only able to understand her because I think that she sees the tree as well. The tree is, in this situation, an intersubjective thing within a world that I share with my cat. If I observe my cat looking out of the window, then her and my look together constitute the world. In this situation, the world is our world, and the animal other in this basic sense is already inscribed in my experience.

[B] Second, the constitution of the objective world is a bodily process. In his later thought, Husserl anticipates Merleau-Ponty’s consideration of animals in his lectures about nature. Our movements and body schemata bring forth a world of “flesh” that is shared with animals. Movements of horses, as Husserl puts it, are only understandable because I experience the movements of the horse as if I would stretch and move myself in the way that a horse does. These empathic processes are constituted through bodily associations.

[C] Third, psychic faculties of animals are constituted through the modification [Abwandlung] of my own faculties. Even if I ask myself what it is like to be a bat, and what it is like to use sonar, I am only able to understand my considerations because I imply that the bat has a better hearing than me. In this sense the animal is just another other who is related to my Ego. Every modification of my experience through an animal is still a modification of my own Ego. For instance, tentacles are understood because they are like my fingers. This anthropomorphism is, according to Husserl, a necessary part of our experience, and it leads us to the point at which we realize that we must define the animal as a normal experience of our own experience, given that as we encounter in interaction with animals our own experience in other possibilities.\[23\]

Interestingly, since the animal belongs only to the intersubjective constitution of nature, without even recognizing this move, Husserl pushes the problematic back to the level of the Ideas II, insofar as he maintains that animals are not a part of a shared world that is constituted through will and emotions, that is to say, through purpose and value. By focusing on nature, the animal problem leads Husserl back to his earlier theory of personality. According to this thesis, animals are not “bearers of a historic world” [Träger einer historischen Welt] (Hua XV, 180), and therefore they do not have a “historic time” (Hua XV, 181). This is to say that they do not grasp themselves in a coherent connection between generations and their history. No knowledge is transported or accumulated throughout history for animals. In other words, animals do not belong to the world of the spirit; they are
not constituted, as Husserl puts it in a late manuscript, within “an individual genesis” (Hua XV, 611). Thus, while it seems to be the case that even the theory of intersubjectivity fails to bring out a new point in Husserl’s theory, his theory does attempt to explain why the world of our “animal others” is still only a shared world of nature. Although animals became our “homecomrads” in modern times, they are unable to share our world of moral claims, and values. Neither can they share our moral recognitions and negations. Thus, at least if one wants to follow in Husserl’s footsteps, the talk of “animal others” in phenomenology should be reconsidered.

Notes:

1 For simplicity’s sake I shall refer hereafter to non-human animals as “animals.”

2 I would like to thank Dieter Lohmar for his comments on an earlier version of this paper as well as Corinne Painter for her critique, advice and correction of other versions of this manuscript. According to Husserl’s Ideas II both human and non-human animals belong to the animated world, which is characterized through the natural interpretation of body and psyche, as well as through their connection.


6 Husserl’s personal comments about his historic environment and the anthropological atmosphere he was working in are rare. Even in his letters, he seldomly refers to important positions, although in 1930 Husserl refers implicitly to Scheler and Heidegger in his note entitled “Phenomenology and Anthropology” that was delivered for the Kant Society. However, while Husserl mentions anthropology in the lecture title, he does not talk about anthropology at all. Nevertheless, besides Husserl’s reflection on the animated world in Ideas II, anthropological considerations can be found in Hua IX, XIII-XV as well as in the second Crisis volume.


8 All translations in this paper, except the references to Husserl’s Ideas II, are my own. “Und die Menschheit gehört selbst zur Welt, Welt ontologisch ausleben ist Menschheit darin ausleben in ihrer gesamten und konkreten Struktur”.

9 Most of the current debates focus on the problem of the body, without taking into account that Husserl’s phenomenology of the body has its place within a broader ontological connection of the connection between psyche, body and person. A very good overview of research on the Ideas II can be found in: Neun, Thomas, Emotions, Leter (Eds), Issues in Husserl’s Ideas II, Dordrecht: Kluwer 1996 (Contributions to phenomenology); 24, 135-160. See especially Ullrich Melle’s contribution “Nature and Spirit” ibid., 15-35.


11 An example of a detailed analysis of the animal as comrade can be found in Elizabeth Belove’s reflections on the possibility of an “intercorporeal/inter-species body of peace.” See Belove, Elizabeth, “From Meleau-Ponty’s Concept of Nature to an Interspecies Practice of Peace,” in: Steeves, Peter (Ed.), Animal Others, On Ethics, Ontology, and Animal Life, New York: State University of New York Press, 93-116.

12 The origin of this theory within the post-idealistic German philosophy of the 19th century, especially through Herbert, will not be explored in this essay. For a general overview of the historical background see Wolfgang Henrichen’s introduction to Herbert, Johann F., Lehrbuch der Einleitung in die Philosophie, Hamburg: Meiner 1993. For an overview of the distinctions that Husserl draws see Melle, Ullrich, “Objektivierende und nicht-objektivierende Akte,” in Husserl-Ausgabe and Husserl-Forschung, ed. Samuel Impling, Dordrecht: Kluwer 1990, 35-49.

13 Because sciences are built upon these ontological distinctions, Husserl introduces a phenomenology of the science of nature, of psychology and of the humanities [Geisteswissenschaften]. However, I do not have to go into detail about this here, inasmuch as I am only concerned with showing at which points Husserl begins to introduce his concept of the animal.

14 Seel: “Eigenschaften sind … Einheiten der Erlebnis.”

15 See Hua IV, 12, 11: “Die Seele (sowie die Naturwissenschaften) äußert sich unter den zugehörigen Umständen und in geregelter Weise.” In other words, the constitution of a psyche is always dependent on its circumstances and is ruled by them.

16 Husserl holds the position that animals cannot think theoretically (see Hua IV, 134), which is Scheler’s opinion as well. Scheler remarks that animals are unable to
I. Einleitende Bemerkungen

In ihrem Buch *A universe of consciousness. How matter becomes imagination* beschreiben die Neurowissenschaftler Gerald M. Edel-